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Intro to the Zebrafish model organism 
Why fish? 
• External fertilization & Rapid development 
• Large clutch size 
• Scalable automated phenotyping 
• Visually accessible (mostly transparent) 
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Large clutch size. Zebrafish are excellent breeders and 
a single female can lay several hundred eggs each week

External fertilization & development- unlike mammals, zebrafish develop externally, in 
‘transparent’ eggs, which enables monitoring the developing embryos (and their organs) in vivo. 
Embryonic development of zebrafish is very rapid (e.g., all major organs form within 1 dpf, and 
the fish hatch within 3 dpf).   
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Visually accessible Because they are transparent, it is possible to 
visualize complex physiology in lots of animals including neurons, beating 
hearts, blood and other organs. Zebrafish brain atlas (http://www.ucl.ac.uk/
zebrafish-group/research/neuroanatomy.php)

Scalable 
vertebrate phenotyping
& Chemical Screening Because 
zebrafish are small and 
thousands can be generated 
each day, they are well suited for 
automated phenotyping 
technologies. And, since they live 
in water, chemical dosing is as 
simple as adding compounds to 
the wells. As a result, zebrafish 
experiments can be done on a 
scale that just isn’t possible with 
larger vertebrate animals.  (A-C) 
Consistent visualization of 
morphological phenotypes and 
reporter gene expression 
patterns. Wittbrodt, J. N., Liebel, 
U., & Gehrig, J. (2014). 
Generation of orientation tools 
for automated zebrafish 
screening assays using desktop 
3D printing.

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/zebrafish-group/research/neuroanatomy.php
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/zebrafish-group/research/neuroanatomy.php
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Zebrafish genetics 

- Generation time is 3 months (similar to mouse) 
- So, generating a homozygous mutant in the F3 generation takes ~9 months 
- Faster approaches to knocking down gene function include 

- morpholinos (RNAi does not work well in fish) 
- chemical tools 

Over expression approaches include 
- inject mRNA (effects last for first up to 3 days post fertilization) 
- inject DNA expression vectors (mosaic in P0 generation) 

Overview —(Text largely excerpted from Trends in Pharmacological Sciences February 2014, Vol. 
35, No. 2 & http://www.mbl.edu/zebrafish/files/2013/03/1_Solnica-Krezel.pdf)) 
Natural habitat: Southeast Asia (typically includes streams and rivers, silt-bottomed well-vegetated 
pools and rice paddies 
Behaviors: span multiple behavioral domains summarized in for details of behavioral phenotypes 
observed in larval and adult zebrafish).  
Brain morphology: strikingly similar between zebrafish and mammalian (rodent) models, including 
both general macro-organization of the brain and cellular morphology (www.zebrafishbrain.org).  
Brain neurochemistry: highly conserved across vertebrate species. Zebrafish possess all major 
neuromediator systems, including transmitters, their receptors, transporters, and enzymes of 
synthesis and metabolism, similar to those observed in humans and rodents.  

A relatively new model organism
Milestone Year

Zebrafish sent into space 1975

Introduction as genetic model by G Streisinger 1980

“Big screen” of 2000 mutants 1996

First chemical screen 2000 (Peterson, R. T.,) 

Developmental Milestones

Developmental stage days post fertilization (dpf)

embryo 0-3

Larvae hatch 3

Needs to hunt/ eat 8

adult (breeding) 90

Life span ~ 2 years
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Endocrine responses: zebrafish display well-developed functional neuroendocrine systems, 
generally homologous to those established in mammals. Similar to humans, stress responses in 
zebrafish are mediated by cortisol activated by the cascade of hypothalamo–pituitary hormones and 
acting via glucocorticoid receptors. For example, zebrafish cortisol responses strongly parallel 
behavioral indices of stress, and may be modulated genetically and pharmacologically.  
Genetics: zebrafish have 25 pairs of chromosomes containing >26 000 protein-coding genes. The 
genetic homology of zebrafish (to mammals and humans) is relatively high, supporting the 
translational value of zebrafish models. For example, the nucleotide sequence of zebrafish genes 
shows approximately 70% homology with that of human genes, and 84% of genes known to be 
associated with human disease have zebrafish counterparts.  
It is also important to consider the role of genome duplication in zebrafish, which occurred during 
teleost evolution, resulting in the presence of several copies of multiple genes. Despite this 
duplication, zebrafish have a very similar number of chromosomes as humans, rats, and mice (23, 
21, and 20 pairs, respectively), and mounting evidence supports generally conserved genetics and 
physiology of major brain processes and behavioral traits in rodents and zebrafish. Also, the 
duplicated genes commonly encode for proteins with similar (or substantially overlapping) functions 
and properties.  
Cost efficiency: Very high, due to potential for high-throughput (HT) screening. Zebrafish are well 
suited for HT screening in a very time-efficient quantitative manner, using automated image analysis 
tools.  
HT phenotype-based chemical screens, typically analyze hundreds of compounds per day, and 
enable quick inexpensive analyses of large libraries of genetic or pharmacological modifiers, rapidly 
identifying active compounds (hits) or candidate genes.  
Costs of in vivo screening of one drug in zebrafish are estimated to be ︎$300, which is 500 times 
cheaper than a similar rat assay. Comparative analysis of cost efficiency of mouse and zebrafish 
studies, using an example of a 2-week chronic fluoxetine treatment (n = 15/group, based on 2012–
2013 estimates from the Kalueff Laboratory), reveals a 5-fold saving in zebrafish (total $562) versus 
mouse ($2790) experiments of similar design.  
Sensitivity to pharmacological manipulations: zebrafish are sensitive to all major classes of 
neurotropic drugs, including antipsychotics, mood stabilizers, anxiolytics, antidepressants, ethanol, 
sedatives/ hypnotics, stimulants, hallucinogens, antiepileptics, anesthetic/analgesics, and cognitive 
enhancers.  
Videos 

-‐	   Days 0-3: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4c-Kw4timVA 
-‐	   Reconstruction of zebrafish early embryonic development by scanned light sheet 

microscopy 
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